Questionnaire for the Interview Project

Turgeon

What did you like best about the interview project and why?

What did you like least about the project or found most difficult?

Do you think that interviewing someone you know or a stranger is more worthwhile? Explain.

In what ways did your comprehension of our class readings and discussion topics affect your interview experience?

In what ways did the interviewee offer perspectives on our topics? Give one example and discuss.

Would you recommend this project for future classes? With any suggested changes? Why or why not? (Do not worry about how you answer this; all honest appraisals are welcome.)

Questionnaire for the Interview Project

McClain

What did you like best about the interview project and why?

What did you like least about the project?

What did you learn from this project?

Did you and the person you interviewed enjoy the interviews? Why?

Did you benefit from the circle discussions? Why or why not?

Did you benefit from rewriting the paper? Why or why not?

Did you benefit from all the feedback you received? Why or why not?

What can you suggest to improve the project?